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A First-In-Class Non-Invasive Glucose
Monitoring System for Type 2 Diabetes
and Prediabetes

Digital Health Solution
Supporting a Healthy Lifestyle by Providing
Individual Insights on Glucose Profiles

Needle-free, strip-free
daily testing

Blood glucose monitoring is underutilized by
most type 2 diabetes patients
There are several barriers to conventional self-monitoring
resulting in low compliance

67%

63%

of people with type 2 diabetes

of people testing glucose

monitor their glucose
less frequently than
recommended1

skip monitoring because
of the invasiveness of
the procedure2
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Common barriers2
Pain and discomfort

Sore fingers

Fear of needles

Blood sampling in public

Hand washing

Not having supplies handy

Frequent glucose monitoring is key to
diabetes management3
Glycemic control prevents diabetes complications
• There is a strong association between HbA1c and risk of diabetes-related
complications4
• In a study conducted in 8 countries of Western Europe, 46,4% of type 2
diabetes patients did not meet their HbA1c targets5
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Frequent glucose monitoring notably reduces HbA1c
• In several landmark studies, it is proven that frequent glucose
monitoring reduces HbA1c in type 2 patients6,7,8
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Type 1

Not used

Type 2 insulin

Less than daily

Type 2 oral

Daily

Type 2 diet

Three times a day

HbA1c as a function of SMBG measurements per day

Frequent glucose monitoring helps patients
reduce the risk of complications9

GlucoTrack® removes the barriers to glucose
monitoring, improving compliance
GlucoTrack® makes glucose monitoring easier and improves
diabetes management
Easy to use, easy to teach
Color touch screen with large digits
and audible results

Convenient
Glucose sensors are individually
customized every 6 months

A truly non-invasive glucose monitor designed for your
patients
Pain free, blood free
No lancets, no strips needed, no skin
irritations

No more hand washing required
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GlucoTrack® eliminates one of the biggest
sources of error of invasive
blood glucose monitoring10,11

Freedom to measure just when
needed

GlucoTrack® provides unlimited glucose
results to test as often as recommended

GlucoTrack’s unique technology with proprietary
algorithm provides reliable glucose results
GlucoTrack® multi-sensor technology
• GlucoTrack® measures the physiological changes related to glucose
excursions in the earlobe tissue by three non-invasive technologies:
ultrasonic, electromagnetic and thermal

Ultrasonic
Glucose is evaluated
by measurement of
the sound velocity
through tissue

3 independent
readings

Electromagnetic
Glucose is evaluated
by changes in tissue
impedance

Thermal
Glucose is evaluated through changes
in thermal characteristics when energy
is supplied to the tissue

Accurate and precise glucose results: pre and post-prandial
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Consensus Type2 Final Combined

ACCURACY

99,7 %

PRECISION

7,9 ± 0,6

PRANDIAL

98,2 %

of results in zones A + B12
(91,3% in Zone A)

Mean PARD ± SD

of post-prandial results in
zones A + B

GlucoTrack® makes it easier to obtain rich
glucose profiles for better insights
12

Plasma and tissue glucose profile comparison

• There is a consistent correlation between reference plasma glucose
and tissue glucose values measured with GlucoTrack®
• Inter-patient variability occurs in both plasma reference values and tissue glucose values
Fig. 1. Inter-patient glucose profile variability
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• Glucose concentrations in tissue show a general lagging effect in the
post-prandial state compared with plasma values due to physiological
phenomena which could differ from patient to patient
Fig. 2. Tissue glucose time lag vs Plasma
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• Post-prandial time lag can be individually assessed to optimize
post-prandial insights

GlucoTrack®, a truly non-invasive glucose monitor
that takes the pain out of glucose monitoring
Improve diabetes management
• A long-term view of glucose trends help patients
reach their objectives13

Feel empowered to take control of their diabetes
• Frequent pain-free glucose monitoring may help
patients increase self-confidence and motivate them
to lead a healthier lifestyle14

Improved interaction with their diabetes team
• By understanding how glucose levels change throughout
the day, patients may get better insights and have
more meaningful conversations with their diabetes team
• GlucoTrack® promotes patient education with special
features for meal management, HbA1c and glucose
pattern recognition

Which patients can benefit most from GlucoTrack®?
Low compliance to self-monitoring blood glucose

Patients testing less than recommended; patients naïve to glucose monitoring

Need better insights and greater empowerment
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When glucose values do not explain HbA1c; patients about to move to the
next therapeutic step
Patients failing to
meet their targets
• HbA1c >53 mmol/mol
• BMI ≥ 27,5 kg/m2

Resistance to invasive testing

Patients with anxiety or distress; elderly and fragile patients; afraid of pricking
themselves; people with perceived low Quality of Life

GlucoTrack®, an innovative tool that empowers
patients to take control of their diabetes

Truly non-invasive
Easy & convenient
Unlimited testing
Improved quality of life

GlucoTrack®, the new approach to
glucose monitoring
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Contact us
CuraTec Nordic
Borupvang 3
2750 Ballerup

Manufactured by:

+4581103511
curatec@mail.dk
www.curatec.dk
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